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REMARKS
After the foregoing Amendment, claims 9-14, 16-17, 30-42, and 44-55 are
pending in this application.

Claims 1-8, 15, 18-29, and 43, which were canceled

during reexamination, have been presented with the previous claim language in
strike-through per the Examiner’s suggestion and MPEP § 1453[VI] [D]. Claim 51
has been amended to recite that “rotating of said control lever about a first aXis
brings said lever into contact with at least one switch,” instead of “brings said lever
into operating contact with said at least one switch.”

(emphasis added).

This

amendment to claim 51 is supported by at least col. 3, lines 43-54 and Figures 3-4
and 7 -10 of the published US. Patent 6,698,567.

Previously presented new claim

54 has been amended to recite that the at least one control lever of the claimed
support body is “arranged adjacent to said brake lever.” This amendment to claim
54 is supported by at least col. 2, line 66-col. 3, line 2 and Figures 1-2 of the
published US. Patent 6,698,567. Previously presented new claims 54 and 55 have
also been amended to recite that rotation of the at least one control lever “does not
move” the at least one switch. This amendment to claims 54 and 55 is supported by
at least Figures 3-10, which show the at least one switch being fixed relative to the
support body.
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Telephonic Interview
Applicant

thanks

the

Examiner

for

the

courtesy

extended

towards

Applicant’s representative during the telephone interview conducted on April 20,
2011 and the Examiner’s subsequent phone call to Applicant’s representative on
April 21, 2011.

During the April 20, 2011 interview, the rejection of the reissue

declaration and the claims under 35 U.S.C. § 251 was discussed. The Examiner
stated that a supplemental reissue declaration can be submitted to correctly state
the error to be corrected in the reissue.

Applicant’s representative and the

Examiner also discussed the rejection of claims 51, 54, and 55 as being an improper
recapture of broadened claimed subject matter, and whether any broadening
amendments of those claims fall under the exception provided in MPEP §
1449.01[I] [B] [3]. The examiner suggested that these arguments and any support in
the prosecution history be presented in the Reply for further consideration. During
the April 21, 2011 telephone call, the Examiner notified Applicant’s representative
that pursuant to MPEP § 1453[VI] [D], the language of claims that were canceled by
the reexamination proceeding must be presented in the reissue application in
strike-through form.

_
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Oath/Declaration
The Action found the reissue oath/declaration to be defective because the
error which is relied upon to support the reissue application is not an error upon
which a reissue can be based. Specifically, the Action stated that because claim 1
was amended during the prosecution of the original patent application to require
that the control lever contact the switch, removing that claim term now would
constitute an improper recapture of subject matter surrendered in the patent
application. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection, but in order to expedite
prosecution, hereby amends claim 51 and submits a Corrected Reissue Declaration
and a Supplemental Reissue Declaration to address this issue.

The Corrected

Reissue Declaration states that claim 51 as issued in the Inter Parte Reexamination
Certificate for US. 6,698,567, is believed to be defective as being too narrow by

requiring the control lever to come into “operating contact” with at least one switch.
Claim 51 has been amended to recite that the control lever comes into “contact”
with at least one switch. New claims 54 and 55 similarly recite that rotation of the
control lever about a first aXis brings the control lever “into contact with said at
least one switch.” (emphasis added).
Applicant

respectfully

requests

that

oath/declaration be withdrawn.
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Claim Reiections — 35 US. C. 8 251

Claims 9-14, 16-17, 30-42, and 44-55 were rejected as being based on a
defective reissue declaration under 35 U.S.C. § 251. As noted above, Applicant has
submitted a Corrected Reissue Declaration to correct the defect and amended claim
51 to recite the term “contact.” Claims 51, 54, and 55 were also rejected under 35
U.S.C. § 251 as being an improper recapture of subject matter surrendered in the
application for the patent upon which the present reissue is based.

Applicants

respectfully traverses this rejection.
MPEP § 1412.02 states that a reissue “will not be granted to ‘recapture’
claimed subject matter which was surrendered in an application to obtain the
original patent.” Pursuant to the Federal Circuit’s decisions in In re Clement, 131
F.3d 1464 (Fed. Cir. 1997) and N. Am. Container, Inc. v. Plastipak Packaging, Inc.,
415 F.3d 1335 (Fed. Cir. 2005), MPEP § 1412.02 provides a three step test for
determining whether there was impermissible recapture. The first step of the test
is to determine whether there was broadening in the reissue claim.

Next, the

Examiner must determine whether the broadening aspects of the reissue claim
relate to

subject matter that Applicant previously surrendered

during

the

prosecution of the original application, which involves two sub-steps. The first substep requires the Examiner to look to the prosecution history of the original
application file to determine whether the original claim limitation being omitted or
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broadened reissue application was “originally relied upon by applicant in the
original application to make the claims allowable over the art,” which can be shown
by

“presentation

of new/amended

claims

to

define

over

the

art,

or

an

argument/statement by applicant that a limitation of the claim(s) defines over the
art.” MPEP § 1412.02 [I] [B]. Finally, the reissue claims are analyzed in view of the
prosecution history of the original patent application to determine whether the
reissue claims are materially narrowed in other aspects, so that the claims may not
have been enlarged and thus avoid the recapture rule. See MPEP § 1412.02[I] [C].
The Action found claim 51 to constitute improper recapture because during
prosecution of the original patent application, claim 1 was amended to require that
the control lever contact the switch. While the claim was subsequently allowed, the
prosecution history of the original patent application shows that the limitation was
n_ot presented to overcome the prior art, and was not relied on in an argument
against the prior art.

In addition, claim 51 has been amended to recite that the

lever is brought “into contact with said at least one switch,” instead of “operating
contact.” In the original patent application filed on June 7, 2002, claim 1 recited a
control lever that is movable in at least two directions, where “movement in a first
direction operating said switch,” an awkwardly worded phrase. In an Office Action
issued on June 30, 2003, the Examiner rejected claim 1 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as
being anticipated by Fukuda (US 6,015,036), pointing to Fukuda’s brake lever 15 as
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a control lever “for operation [sic] a first and second switch (25D, 25U).”

In a

November 5, 2011 Reply to the Office Action, claim 1 was amended to add the
limitation that the control lever is “attached to a support body, mounted on a bicycle

handlebar adjacent to a brake lever.” The term “contact” was also added to claim 1
in this amendment, but was not relied upon to overcome the prior art. In fact, the
November 5, 2011 Reply states that claims have also been amended to “correct
minor issues of grammar and usage.” (Nov. 5, 2011 Reply, at 14).
While MPEP § 1412.02[I] [B] [2] states that where a claim limitation was
added in the original application without any arguments on the record, “the nature
of the addition to the claim can show that the limitation was added in direct reply to
the rejection,” this is not the case in the present application. Applicant argued in

the November 5, 2011 Reply that Fukuda fails to show a lever “attached to a
support body, mounted on a bicycle handlebar adiacent to a brake lever.” (Nov. 5,
2011 Reply, at p. 14) (emphasis added). Nowhere in the November 5, 2011 Reply
does Applicant rely on the lever being in “operating contact with said at least one
switch” to overcome the cited references. (emphasis added). The subsequent Notice
of Allowance issued on December 2, 2003 states that “claims 1, 23, and 30 are
allowable for the reasons set forth in the amendment filed November 5, 2003,”
which is silent on the “operating contact” limitation. Accordingly, the nature of the
claim amendment and the prosecution history of the original application do n_ot
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show that the “operating contact” limitation was added in direct reply to the

rejection.
This broadening reissue application was filed on March 2, 2006, within two
years from the grant of the original patent. As discussed above, currently amended
claim 51 and newly presented claims 54 and 55, which recite that the lever is
brought “into contact with said at least one switch” instead of “into operating

contact,” do not relate to surrendered subject matter because the limitation
“operating contact” was not relied upon to overcome the prior art.

In addition,

under the third step of the test for recapture, claims 51, 54, and 55 of the reissue
application include additional limitations that do n_ot make the reissue claims
broader than the original patent claims. See MPEP § 1412.02[I][C]. While reissue
claims 51, 54, and 55 are broader than the original patent claims by reciting
“contact” instead of “operating contact,” the claim term “operating contact” was not
presented to make the claim patentable over the art and thus does not “generate”
the surrender of claimed subject matter.

See MPEP § 1412.02[I][C][1].

Whereas

original claims 1 and 51 (as issued in the Inter Parties Reexamination Certificate)
merely recite a control lever that is “movable in at least two directions, and
positioned so that movement in a first direction brings said lever into operating
contact with said at least one switch” and “movement in a second direction has no

operating inﬂuence on said at least one switch,” currently amended reissue claim 51
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recite that the control lever is “rotatable about at least two separate axes . . . and
positioned so that rotation of said control lever about a first axis brings said lever
into contact with said at least one switch, while rotation of said control lever M
a second axis has no operating inﬂuence on said at least one switch.”
added).

(emphasis

New reissue claims 54 and 55 similarly recite that the control lever is

“rotatable about at least two separate axis,” which is clearly no braoder than the

original limitation of being “movable in at least two directions.”
Pursuant to MPEP § 1412.02[I][C][1][b], where “the reissue claims are
narrower in scope than the claims canceled from the original application by
inclusion of the entirety of the limitation added to define the original application
claims over the art, there will be no recapture, even if the reissue claims are broader
than the canceled claims in some other aspect (i.e., an aspect not related to the
surrender made in the original application).” (underlining and italics in original).
This is the case with reissue claims 51, 54, and 55, which include the entirety of the
limitation added to define original claim 1 over the art — the control lever being
“mounted to a support body adjacent to a brake lever” (claims 51 and 55) or being
part of a support body and “arranged adjacent to said brake lever” (claim 54). The
above reissue claims are also no broader in scope than canceled claim 1, as the
reissue claims recite that the brake lever rotates about “at least two separate axes,”
which is a more defined direction than moving in “at least two directions.”
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discussed above, the reissue claims are only broader than canceled claim 1 by
reciting “contact” instead of “operating contact,” an aspect not related to the
surrender made in the original application.
The reexamination prosecution history also supports such a finding.

In a

first Office Action issued on July 30, 2004, the Examiner rejected claim 1 of the
original patent as being anticipated by Jinbo et al. (US 6,216,078), stating that
Jinbo et al. discloses a control lever 23 “positioned so that movement in a first

direction brings the lever into operating contact with said at least one switch.”
(July 30, 2004 Action, at p. 3, 11, and 17) (emphasis added). In a January 24, 2005
Reply, Applicant argued that Jinbo et al. does not disclose a control lever that is

brought “into operating contact with said at least one switch.” (Jan. 24, 2005 Reply,
at p. 24). The Examiner rejected Applicant’s arguments in a subsequent September
1, 2005 Office Action, maintaining that movement of Jinbo et al.’s lever in a first

direction brings it into operating contact with said at least one switch. (Sept. 1,
2005 Action, at p. 4, 11, 13, and 17). Applicant again argued in a November 22,
2005 Reply that Jinbo et al.’s lever 23 does not contact the switches, and that the
rotary body 8 should not be considered part of the lever. (Nov. 22, 2005 Reply, at p.
36).

In an April 7, 2006 Action closing prosecution of the reexamination

proceedings, the Examiner upheld the rejection of claim 1 over Jinbo et al. (Apr. 7,
2006 Action, at p. 4, 11, 18, and 27).

Subsequently, claim 1 was canceled in a
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November 25, 2007 Reply.

The claim limitation “operating contact” in claim 1

clearly did n_ot make the claim patentable over the art, and thus does not generate
the surrender of claimed subject matter under MPEP § 1412.02.
While claim 51 as issued in the Inter Parte Reexamination Certificate also
recites the limitation “operating contact,” the reexamination prosecution history
clearly shows that this limitation was not relied upon to make the claim patentable

over the art.

Reissue claim 51 was presented as new claim 59 during the

reexamination proceeding in the November 22, 2005 Reply, where Applicant argued

that the claim should be allowed because each cited reference discloses a lever that
rotates a switch, instead of an arrangement where “movement [of the lever] in said
second direction does not move said at least one switch.” (Nov. 22, 2005 Reply, at
48-49 and 52).

This claim was found to be allowable in the April 7, 2006 Office

Action, in which the Examiner agreed with Applicant that the language “movement
in said second direction does not move said at least one switch” distinguishes over
Jinbo et al.

(Apr. 7, 2006 Action, at p. 13). In the Notice of Intent to Issue Inter

Partes Reexamination Certified issued on August 25, 2008, the Examiner again
stated that claim 59 is allowable because the prior art fails to disclose or suggest a
control lever “wherein movement in the second direction does not move the at least
one switch.” (Aug, 25, 2008 Notice, at p. 5). Currently amended reissue claims 51,
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54, and 55 each includes this claim limitation and do not seek to impermissibly
recapture surrendered subject matter.
Pursuant to MPEP §

1412.02[I][C] [2], where reissue claims are both

broadened and narrowed as compared with the original patent claims, the nature of
the broadening and narrowing must be examined to determine whether there has
been recapture. As discussed above, reissue claims 51, 54, and 55 are broader than
original claim 51 as issued in the Inter Parte Reexamination Certificate by reciting
“contact” instead of “operating contact,” but n_ot broader by requiring the control
lever to be “rotatable about at least two separate axes.”

Additionally, the above

reissue claims still recite that rotation about the second axis “does not move said at
least one switch” — the limitation added during reexamination that resulted in

allowance of claim 51.

This falls under the example articulated in MPEP §

1412.01[I][C] [2] [b], which provides that there is no recapture where the reissue
claims are narrower or equal in scope in areas directed to amendments/arguments
made to overcome art rejection in original prosecution, but are broader in areas not
directed to amendments/arguments.

As shown by the prosecution history of the

original patent and of the reexamination proceedings, the claim term “operating
contact” is n_ot a “surrender-generating limitation” that was added or argued to
overcome the prior art. Instead, the only “surrender-generating limitations” are the
recitations that the control lever is arranged “adjacent to [a] brake lever” and that
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movement of the control lever “does not move said at least one switch.” Accordingly,
the present reissue claims that “are broader than the original patent claims by
deletion of a limitation or claim requirement other than the ‘surrender-generating
limitation’ will avoid the effect of the recapture rule.” MPEP § 1412.02[I][C] [2] [b]
(emphasis in original).

The Action also rejected claims 54 and 55 as constituting surrendered subject
matter because they are broader than the claims of the reexamination certificate or
claims canceled during reexamination. The Action cites to MPEP § 1449.01, which
provides that where the prosecution of a reissue application is stayed or suspended
pending reexamination proceedings, subsequent reissue prosecution “will be limited
to claims narrower than those claims canceled by the reexamination certificate” and
any subsequent claims that are equal or broader in scope than the claims canceled
during reexamination “will generally be deemed as surrendered based on the patent
owner’s failure to prosecute claims of equal scope, and to present claims of broader
scope in the reexamination proceeding.”

(emphasis added).

However, MPEP §

1449.01 provides for an exception that broader claims can be presented when: “(a)
The broader claims in the reissue application can be patentable, despite the fact
that the claims in the reexamination are not; and (b) The broader claims in the
reissue application could not have been presented in the reexamination proceeding.”
(emphasis added).
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Reissue claims 51, 54, and 55 fall squarely into this exception. Each of these
claims is patentable over the references of record, as they have been amended to
recite that the control lever is “rotatable about at least two separate axes” instead of
“movable in at least two directions,” and further recite that rotation of the control
lever about a first axis brings the lever into contact with at least one switch, while
rotation of the control lever about a second axis has no influence on, and does not
move, the at least one switch. Reissue claims 51, 54, and 55 are broader than the
claims

of

the

reexamination

certificate

and

the

claims

canceled

during

reexamination by reciting “contact” instead of “operating contact” — an area that is
n_ot directed to an amendment or argument made to overcome the prior art.
Additionally, these broader

claims

could

not have been

presented in

the

reexamination proceeding, because claims in an inter partes reexamination “will
not be permitted to enlarge the scope of the claims of the patent.”
1.906(b); see also MPEP § 2658.

37 C.F.R. §

In fact, when Applicant attempted to introduce

claims during reexamination that recited the lever being in “physical contact” with
at least one switch instead of “operating contact” (Jan. 24, 2005 Reply, at 15-16), the
Examiner found the term “physical contact” to be broader than “operating contact”
and rejected those claims under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a) as enlarging the scope of the
claims of the patent being reexamined. (Sept. 1, 2005 Action, at p. 25-28; Apr. 7,
2006 Action, at p. 37-43). As broadening claims are prohibited in reexamination
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proceedings, the present reissue claims could not have been presented in the
reexamination proceeding.
The Action also found reissue claim 54 to be broader than the claims of the
patent/reexamination certificate in that it is directed to a support body rather than
a control lever or electric control device. As discussed above, claim 54 is patentable

over the references of record, and could not have been presented during
reexamination. Claim 54 has been amended to recite the limitations added to claim
1 during prosecution of the original application and to claim 51 during the
reexamination proceeding, and thus does not broaden the claim scope by omitting
any surrender-generating limitations.

In fact, MPEP § 1449.01 specifically states

that criterion (b) of the exception allowing broader claims to be presented can be
met “if the claims in the reissue application are broader than all claims of the
patent as it existed during reexamination (e.g., claims directed to a distinct
invention)” The fact that claim 54 is directed to a distinct invention (i.e., a support
body) from the claims of the patent during reexamination (i.e. a control lever or
electric control device), does not render it an improper recapture of surrendered
subject matter.
The Action also found reissue claim 55 to constitute surrendered subject

matter because it “substantially corresponds in scope to claim 1 that was canceled
during the reexamination proceeding.” Applicant respectfully disagrees with this
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characterization of the claim. As discussed above, claim 55 is only broadened with
respect to canceled claim 1 by reciting that the control lever comes into “contact”
with at least one switch instead of “operating contact.”

Claim 55 retains the

amendment made to obtain allowance of claim 1 during prosecution of the original
patent, as it recites that the “control lever is mounted to a support body adjacent to
a brake lever.” (emphasis added). Claim 55 is also no broader than canceled claim
1 in several respects: by reciting that the control lever is rotatable “independently
of the brake lever;” by reciting that the control lever is “rotatable about at least two

separate axes” instead of “movable in at least two directions;” by reciting that
“rotation about a first aXis” brings the control lever into contact with the switch and
that “rotation about a second aXis” has no influence on the switch; and by reciting

that rotation of the control lever about a second direction “does not move said at
least one switch.” (emphasis added). Because claim 55 is no broader in scope than
canceled claim 1 by inclusion of the entirety of the limitation added to define claim 1
over

the

prior

art,

there

can

be

no

recapture

pursuant

to

MPEP

§

1412.02[I][C][1] [b].
The present reissue application was properly filed within two years from the

grant of the original patent, and only seeks to broaden claims in aspects that are
not related to any surrender made in the original application or the reexamination
proceedings.

To find that the reissue claims are barred under 35 U.S.C. § 251
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merely because they are broader than claims canceled by the reexamination
certificate in at least one aspect would deprive Applicant of the statutory right to
pursue a broadening application, and flies in the face of the MPEP, which
specifically provides for an exception Where broader claims can be presented in a
reissue application after a reexamination proceeding. See 35 U.S.C. § 251; MPEP §

1449.01[I][3].
In view of the Corrected Reissue Declaration and the amendments and
arguments presented above, Withdrawal of the § 251 rejections of claims 9-14, 1617, 30-42, and 44-55 is respectfully requested.
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Conclusion
If the Examiner believes that an interview will advance prosecution of this
reissue application, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned to arrange

an interview at the Examiner's convenience.
In View of the foregoing amendment and remarks, Applicant respectfully
submits that the present reissue application, including all of the pending claims, is
in condition for allowance as a reissue patent and a notice to that effect is
respectfully solicited.

Respectfully submitted,
Giuseppe Dal Pra’

By

Volpe and Koenig, P.C.
United Plaza
30 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: (215) 568-6400
Facsimile: (215) 568-6499
LXS/ASV/jal

-
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Linda X. Shi
Registration No. 64,800
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